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Lesaffre Yeast Dives into Financial Details with Flexible Reporting 
by Chris Meyer, Director Americas, Excel4apps 

Major yeast producer gains direct access to Oracle financial data via Excel-based GL Wand, improving reporting 

efficiency and management support 

Lesaffre Yeast Corporation and Red Star Yeast Company LLC (www.lsaf.com), a joint venture between Lesaffre 

Yeast Corporation and Archer Daniels Midland Company Inc., produces yeast for a variety of applications 

throughout North America. In 2004, Lesaffre installed the Process Manufacturing version of Oracle E-Business 

Suite (OPM), which provided immediate business benefits, according to Michael Roach, Lesaffre Yeast’s controller. 

Lesaffre’s Finance and Accounting group, though, soon found challenges in working with Oracle Financial 

Statement Generator reports (FSGs). Roach’s team began searching for a tool to expedite financial reporting 

while providing better access to detailed OPM data. “The Oracle system provided a backbone of data that 

wasn’t previously available, but the key was being able to efficiently access, manipulate, and analyze this data 

to help drive the business,” described Roach. 

A quest for reporting efficiency 
For Finance and Accounting, building and modifying FSGs with the Oracle Applications Desktop Integrator (ADI) 

was very time intensive. The team routinely spent more hours creating the financial reports, often in a trial and error 

manner, than performing analysis. “To modify a report, you accessed a separate template and used code to enter 

the information,” explained Jordan Lueck, senior accountant. “You then ran the report from Oracle, which took over 

an hour, only to often find out it didn’t work. It took a whole day to run our monthly 100-page package.” 

In addition to the laborious task of building and running reports, FSGs did not contain features that Finance 

needed, like statistical quantities and dollar amounts on the same row. Also, drill-down functionality in Oracle’s 

OPM version was limited. “You could access certain transaction details in Oracle or FSG reports, like drilling 

into a sales invoice list,” said Roach, “but if we tried to drill into OPM module data, we got limited information.” 

Finding the right tool 
In 2008, Lesaffre explored new reporting solutions, which led to a one-hour demonstration of GL Wand from 

Excel4apps. Roach next opted for a one-month trial of the Excel-based reporting tool, which directly links 

with live Oracle data. “After two or three hours of GL Wand training, finance and accounting users could build 

reports and drill into live Oracle data via the Excel front end,” Roach described. “It was so easy compared with 

FSGs, without the time required for coding.” 

Lesaffre installed GL Wand in May 2008, although it did not yet have OPM drill-down capabilities. Working 

together, the two companies put the functionality in place, plus additional features. “Within a few months, GL 

Wand had the necessary OPM drill-down capability, along with drill-down for Oracle Trade Management on the 

Accounts Receivable side, which basic Oracle didn’t have,” Roach said. 

Financial reports in a flash 
After a quick conversion of all existing FSG reports to GL Wand, Lesaffre’s Finance group saw major efficiency 

improvements. “It used to take an entire day to run our monthly report package, but with GL Wand it takes 

about two hours, with each report taking around 15 minutes,” said Lueck. Also, the Excel front end allows us to 

email reports, and the person requesting the report can modify it as necessary in Excel, which was impossible 

with scans from ADI.  
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As required, statistical accounts and dollars appear on the same row in GL Wand 

reports. Also, the Excel front end allows easy manipulation of data pulled directly 

from Oracle. “I calculate variances in GL Wand using a workbook of 30 interrelated 

worksheets that sums variances for our eight different business 

channels on one page, and then lets us drill into details,” Roach 

described. “It is invaluable having Oracle data in Excel.” 

Another benefit is the ease of uploading business information from 

GL Wand to Hyperion Financial Management (HFM) software, which 

is used by Lesaffre’s parent company to view financial data from 

its subsidiaries. “We spent a full day running a trial balance, then 

cutting and pasting accounts together to create specific balances,” 

said Noelle Wolter, senior accountant. “It now takes only an hour to 

run a GL Wand report, check balances, and upload the data to HFM.” 

Better business and management support 
While GL Wand easily met Lesaffre’s goal of more efficient reporting, 

the software’s biggest impact has been in improved support of 

business analytics and management requests. 

“We get multiple ad-hoc report requests each day, and our eight 

business channel managers are asking for more detailed, customized 

reports to help them stay on budget,” described Lueck. “With GL Wand, it’s easy to modify an existing report 

to provide the detail they want in 10 minutes, whereas it took days with FSGs.” 

Lesaffre is pursuing more 

comprehensive three- to five-year 

strategic planning goals. Budget 

information is entered in Oracle, and 

GL Wand lets Finance retrieve and 

compare it with actual performance. 

“Our reports now hone in on 

variances as we compare the current 

three-year plan with a previous one, 

breaking down variances by volume, 

price, manufacturing costs, etc.,” 

Roach explained. “We spend our 

time analyzing variances, not retrieving Oracle data. This fast access to accurate information is critical to our 

top management and business performance and planning.”

About Excel4apps
Excel4apps (www.excel4apps.com) is a provider of best-in-class Excel 

based reporting and budget loading software for Oracle and SAP. Its 

award winning GL Wand, Budget Wand and Reports Wand products 

help financial professionals save time by delivering accurate and secure 

information in the familiar Excel environment. Excel4apps maintains offices in the United States,

United Kingdom, Australia, United Arab Emirates and South Africa, with more than 7,500 users worldwide.

Activity Before GL Wand After GL Wand

Creating monthly
reporting package 

1 day 2 hours 

Building ad hoc reports 2-3 days 5-10 minutes 

Strategic planning and
business analysis 

Limited capability for
analyzing budget vs.

actual variance 

Fast, detailed breakdown
of variances by key

parameters 

Providing management
with detailed data

and analysis 

Limited OPM
drill down 

Complete drill down
implemented for OPM and 
Trade Management data 

Uploading select financial 
data to parent company 

1 day 1 hour 

“GL Wand is a flexible reporting 
tool that has saved us countless 
hours and given us the ability 
to quickly analyze our financial 
results in great detail.”
–Mike Roach, Controller, Lesaffre


